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Energy Efficiency by Means of Architecture and
Engineering: The Bavarian State Collection of Zoology
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Abstract
The Zoologische Staatssammlung Mün chen (ZSM) is one of the major German
research institutions for zoological systematics. ZSM with over 20 million zoological
objects, is one of the largest zoological collections in the world. The main aims of the
institute are to save and protect the zoological objects and the enormous biological
information associated with them, and to make this information available to the scientific
and general public.
ZSM is housed in a building which was finished in 1985. This building was designed
for good storage of the collection. We show how ZSM with its special features uses energy
in a way that is as far as possible eco-friendly and economical. We want to give this as an
example of an energy-saving building in its social context.
The building is very low and there are two floors, one floor slightly below the surface,
the other below this. The central power station was finished in 2006 and is equipped with a
facility for cogeneration to simultaneously generate both electricity and useful heat, heating
pumps and a computerized central control system. An important feature is the possibility to
use groundwater for heating and cooling.
Keywords: energy saving, green energy, cogeneration both electricity and heat, natural
history collection museum leadership, purpose, core value

In this paper we want to introduce the building of the Bavarian State Collection of
Zoology (Zoologische Staatssammlung München, ZSM)4 with its special features which
help to use energy in a way that is as far as possible eco-friendly and economical. We want
to give this as an example of an energy-saving building in its social context.
ZSM is one of the major German research institutions for zoological systematics. With
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over 20 million zoological objects, ZSM is one of the largest and most historical zoological
collections in the world. Many of these specimens have been collected by the staff and other
collectors during the 200 years long history of ZSM. The main aims of the institute are to
save and protect the zoological objects and the enormous biological information associated
with them, and to make this information available to the scientific and general public. The
science conducted at ZSM involves research on the taxonomy, phylogeny, and natural
history of animals, and the institute provides a suitable and sustainable depository for
zoological specimens (Liu, 2008).
ZSM is not a public museum, but organizes exhibitions in its corridors, public talks,
meetings of scientists, and provides guided tours especially for groups of students and
pupils, and thus contributes to public education (Liu, 2008, 2009). Furthermore, several of
the scientists of ZSM contribute to zoology and biodiversity teaching at LudwigsMaximilians-Universität. The director of ZSM personally occupies the chair of Zoology at
the university. Thus, although ZSM is not part of the university, it has close cooperation in
such things as teaching students for Bachelor, Master and Doctoral theses.

History of ZSM
The roots of ZSM go back to 1759, when Maximilian III Josef, Elector of Bavaria
(1727 - 1777) founded an academy of science which was obliged to collect natural objects.
In 1807 this academy was reformed and in 1811 the young zoologist Johann Baptist Spix
(1781 - 1826) was appointed by king Maximilian I Josef of Bavaria (1756 - 1825, the first
king of Bavaria) to be responsible for the zoological collection. This is generally considered
as the beginning of ZSM as a Bavarian institution. Johann Baptist Spix (later: J. B. Ritter
von Spix) made a famous expedition to Brazil (1817 - 1820) together with the botanist Carl
Friedrich Martius (1794 - 1868). They brought a large collection of Brazilian material which
is now housed in ZSM and in the Bavarian State Collection of Botany and the Munich State
Museum of Ethnology (Fittkau, 1992).
Originally, ZSM was housed in a building called Wilhelminum in the centre of Munich,
together with a public museum and later the zoological institute of the university. This
building was destroyed in the second world war (Kraft & Huber, 1982). Fortunately most of
the specimens survived the war because they were deposited in safe places outside the city
like mining tunnels. Later, ZSM found temporary accommodation in a wing of Castle
Nymphenburg until the new actual building somewhat outside the city was finished in 1985.

Architectural Principles
The new building of ZSM was built from 1981 to 1985. Priority in the architectural
design was the good storage of the collection which has in the meanwhile grown to twenty
millions of specimens and which is of enormous value (e.g. Suarez & Tsutsi, 2004). The
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building is very low, there are two floors, one floor slightly below the surface, the other
below this (figures 1 and 4). Only the lecture room extends over the surface (figure 5). A
large block would not have been appropriate when there are surrounding small residential
houses (figure 3).
The working-rooms are grouped around two open circles (figure 2) with windows and
natural light, but without air conditioning. The storage rooms are next to the working rooms,
without normal windows, but with air-conditioning and an alarm system (figure 2). There
are 23 storage rooms (one of which is the library, and one extends over both storeys)

Figure 1. The side view plan of ZSM.

Figure 2. The first floor plan of ZSM. Storage rooms marked in grey, the arrow points out
the main entrance.

Figure 3. Aerial view of ZSM
and surrounding houses. The X
show where the underground
water is pumped up and back
(photo: Erwin Lehmann).
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providing altogether 5,100 m2 . The different storage rooms have different requirements for
temperature and humidity depending on whether they contain, for example, dry insects,
bones and furs or alcohol vials. Furthermore there are altogether 70 rooms for scientists,
technicians, laboratories, workshops and so on. Thus the whole area available for use is
about 11,000 m2 (Fechter, 1992; Ruthensteiner, 1999).
For working efficiently, the working rooms and the corresponding storage rooms are
next to each other. The central facilities (administration, laboratories etc.) are at the crossing
centre of the two circles and near the main entrance (figures 2, 4 and 6) (Ruthensteiner,
1999).
Although there is a much colder climate in Germany than Taiwan, many buildings need
more energy for cooling in summer than for heating in winter. The more or less subterranean
building of ZSM saves much energy as compared to a “normal” building above ground; also
most of the roof is covered by earth with grass. The whole construction benefits from the

Figure 4. Main entrance of
ZSM downward to underground
(photo: M. Müller, in wintertime).

Figure 5. Roof of ZSM in summer showing
triangular top of lecture hall.
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Figure 6. View over one of the two circular
courtyards, at the lower right the library;
behind the triangular top of lecture hall and
solar panels.
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heat capacity of the surrounding earth throughout the year. The ZSM building is quite wellknown in German architecture (e.g. Grub, 1990).
When ZSM was planned and built (1978 to 1985), it was already a time of increasing
prices for energy; thus a gas heat pump was installed to save energy. At that time this was
still a rather new technique in Germany and this system had lots of problems in operation
and maintenance. After several changes and upgrading a completely new system was
installed in 2005/2006. Nevertheless we had already from that time a groundwater resource
for use. We can pump up water from a depth of about 10 m at one end of the ground, use
this for heating or cooling, and pump it back to the same underground level at the other end
of the ground (ca. 200m distance). Furthermore the heating system was built to be used at
low system temperatures, for which a heat pump is very suitable.
Of course, it is nowadays possible to design and construct new museum buildings with
modern energy-saving architecture which need considerably less energy than ZSM, for
example the modern Brandhorst Museum in Munich5 which was opened recently (Ottitsch,
2009a).

Legal and Social Framework
To understand the whole situation, it is necessary to know the general legal and social
situation in Germany. There is nowadays a strong social agreement to save energy and to
support “green” energy techniques like solar energy in Germany. Furthermore, there is a
trend towards growing economic liberalism, but many things are strictly regulated. It should
be added that there are a number of different means of financial support for “green” energy
from cities, states and the federal government in Germany, but it is beyond the scope of this
communication to list them.
Political hierarchy: Most laws in Germany are valid for the whole federal republic
(Bundesrepublik, BRD), but there are also laws made by the European Union, and by the
states (i.e. parts of BRD, in our case Bavaria). Also the cities have certain powers, such as
controlling the use of the groundwater.
Each of the different tiers can and does contribute to energy saving. For example there
is a program of the city of Munich (and many others) to support financially private people
who install solar panels on their own roofs. As an other example, the actual energy-saving
law of the BRD (“Energieeinsparungsgesetz”) was necessary because of a directive of the
European Union which regulated (e.g. “Eneregieeinsparverordnung”) how newly built
houses have to be constructed so that they do not need too much energy for heating. In
certain cases, if a very old heating system wastes energy, it has to be replaced.

5

http://www.museum-brandhorst.de/en/building.html
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Energy market: The energy market in Germany is deregulated, which means you can
choose a company from which you buy your electric power. Thus, the department which
administers the buildings which belong to the government of Bavaria can bargain for buying
electricity for all official buildings in Bavaria. Hence ZSM gets a special price for
electricity.
On the other hand, a law of the federal government (“Gesetz f ür den Vorrang
Erneuerbarer Energien”) says that the company which you buy the electricity from must buy
any electricity that you produce, whether by means of photovoltaic cells or as in our case by
cogeneration, for a special price which is higher than the normal price. A large part of the
price for energy is a special tax (energy tax), but the gas which you use for cogeneration is
free of energy tax. This strongly supports the use of such techniques.
Ground water: The use of ground water for heating and cooling is strictly regulated by
the city authorities. We have to pump the water back at the same depth from which it was
pumped; we need a permit and are only allowed to use a certain amount of water. We are
allowed to lower or increase the water temperature by a maximum of 5K, with a maximal
temperature of 20°C. All this is to ensure that different users do not interfere and disturb one
another.
Political intention: The public administration has a special responsibility to support
energy saving techniques in public buildings. Therefore the public administration (in our
case the government of Bavaria) can provide special money for such investments.

General Outline of New Central Power Station
The new central power station (figures 7-11) was installed in 2006. It was planned for
maximal efficiency by specialized engineers (Ingenieurbüro Robert Ottitsch, München) and
has the following main components which are outlined in a schematic figure (figure 12, see
also Ottitsch, 2009b):
Cogeneration (or combined heat and power, CHP, figure 9) is driven by natural gas
and produces both heat (hot water of about 85°C) and electricity. The electricity produced is
mostly used in ZSM, but if not needed, fed into the public network. The hot water can be
used for heating the rooms in winter or to drive the absorbing heat pump. Technical data:
production of 115 kW heat and 70 kW electricity, ca. 90 % total efficiency factor.
Throughout the year this CHP produces about 50 % of the total heating energy.
An absorption heat pump (ca. 80 kW refrigerating capacity, figure 7 left) is driven by
the hot water from the cogeneration process. This produces cold water for cooling purposes
in air-conditioning and is warming up groundwater. This system can provide about 40 % of
the necessary refrigerating capacity.
A second, electrically driven heat pump (compression heat pump, 120 kW output, 40
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kW electricity uptake), which also uses groundwater circulation, can produce cold water for
air-conditioning in summertime and hot water for heating in wintertime.
Furthermore, for security and if the winter is very cold there is a gas fired condensing
boiler (figure 8 left) as an independent heating system (the output of which can be
modulated between 70 kW and 450 kW). A gas fired condensing boiler has a very high
operating efficiency by using the energy recovered from the condensation of the water
vapour in the exhaust gases.
To enable optimal running times for the cogeneration and heating pumps different
thermal energy storage systems are needed. There is a high temperature reservoir using
paraffin (phase change material), which melts at 70°C, and can store enthalpy of fusion.
Reservoirs for hot/cold water are also installed, a 4000 l buffer with warm water (50°C)
and a 2000 l buffer with cold water (6 to 12°C)(figure 12).
A part of the warm service water is produced by an electrical heating system supported
by a solar panel of ca. 12 m2 on top of the ZSM roof (figure 6).

Figure 7. Absorption heat pump (left), and
cogeneration equipment (right) .

Figure 8. Gas fired condensing boiler (left)
and absorption heat pump (right).

Figure 9. Cogeneration equipment.

Figure 10. Warm water distributor.
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Figure 11. Central control system.

inputs
output
the components of the station

the flows of gas and groundwater
the flow of electricity
the flow of cold water
the warm/hot water

Figure 12. Scheme of the central power station. As a driving power, the inputs of electricity
are necessary nearly everywhere therefore the inputs of electricity have been omitted in the
scheme (Only the main flows are shown, e.g. from “High temperature distributor” there are
several outputs which are not shown for the sake of simplicity, such as the important flow to
the “Absorption heat pump”).
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The whole system is controlled by a computerized central control system (figure 11)
which records altogether 750 data (like temperatures of the different water cycles and the
status of the different components) and controls all parts of the system. This control system
continuously shows on its screen the most important energy and water flows and their
temperatures. It indicates if any maintenance is necessary or anything does not work. Many
of the data are automatically stored for analysis of any mistakes or problems.

Amount of energy saving and further plans
The amount of energy saved by the new devices was calculated by Ottitsch (2009b):
during the years 2001 to 2005 (before the new system was established) ZSM used 1,338
MWh gas per year. In the years after (2006 to 2007) 1,582 MWh gas was needed, i.e. an
additional need of 244 MWh of gas per year. The extra gas was used in CHP, but this has
reduced the need for electric energy from 931 MWh to 509 MWh, i.e. 422MWh electric
energy been saved per year. Thus, despite the use of more gas, we clearly can save much
energy. It was calculated that the additional cost of this new central power station as
compared with a conventional system will have been repaid within some 3.5 years (Ottitsch,
2009b). It is calculated that the actual system is saving about 100,000 kWh per year, which
is equivalent to an annual reduction of about 27t CO2 (Oberste Baubehörde, 2008).
Because all air conditioning equipment is still as built in 1984/85 and thus is not well
regulated (e.g. the efficiency of any pumping systems can not be regulated but only be
switched on/off), there is certainly still a lot of energy-saving potential. The whole system is
planned to be renewed for enhanced energy efficiency within the coming year.
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ၡࢋ
ᇍκโજۏጯᄓᖟࡁտ͕̚ĞZSMğߏᇇ઼ࢋ۞જۏጯᄓᖟࡁ
տ፟ၹ̝˘Ă࿅˼༱І۞ᇾώᄓᖟĂֹ֗͵ࠧ̂જۏᄓᖟ
̝ЕĄ ZSM ۞јϲ؟ўӈࠎԁචܲхજۏጯᇾώ̈́̂ณ۞Ϡۏጯྤ
ੈĂ֭ቁֱܲྤੈਕࠎࡊጯछ̈́˘ਠ̂ிӀϡĄ
ZSMϫ݈۞ᐡٺ۽1985ѐඇ̍ĂྍޙͽԆච۞ᄓᖟऱࠎనࢍࢦ
ᕇĂ֭វனქޙ۞ჟৠĄώ͛ўд̬ྍޙдᇇ઼۞ۤົࡦഀ
̈́࠹ᙯ۞ᒖܲڱఢ˭Ă၁ኹ༼ਕഴ۞͞ڱĄ
ྍᐡޙͽ۽វ̈́˧րᗕგᆅ˭Ă྿јქޙ۞ϫᇾĄдޙ
វ͞ࢬĂҲٺгࢬ۞ᗕᆸᐡٺٽ۽ჯޙొ̰ۏᘦ۞ؠޘć
д˧ր͞ࢬĂٺ2006ѐщ྅Ԇј۞າրĂΒ߁Ӏϡ͇ঈயϠ
ਕ۞ঈВϠրĂͽ̈́ཝଠ̚טᇽĄੵѩ̝γĂӀϡг˭ֽͪ
ΐሤٕҽݒրĂϺࠎѩइ˧ր۞ࢦࢋᐹ๕̝˘Ą
ᙯᔣෟĈ༼ਕഴăქਕăქޙăঈВϠăҋΫ౾ۏᐡ
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ώ͛ўд̬ᇍκโજۏጯᄓᖟࡁ
տ͕̚ĞZoologische Staatssammlung
MünchenĂͽ˭ᖎჍ ZSMğ4 дਕӀϡ
˯тң྿ࣘזᜪᒖܲᄃགྷᑻड़ৈ̝ໂ
ҌĂͽ̈́ώᛉᗟٙঘ̝̈́ۤົࡦഀᄃᒖ
ܲڱఢĄԓ୕ώ͛۞̬ਕࠎᄂ៉дქ
ޙ̈́༼ਕഴనࢍ˯೩ֻ˘ֱણ҂Ą
ZSM ߏᇇ઼ࢋ۞જۏጯࡁտ፟ၹ
̝˘Ăᇾώᄓᖟ྿˼༱ІĂࠎ͵ࠧ
̂ă።Ϋଊ˳۞જۏጯᄓᖟ̝˘Ą
ZSMᄓᖟ۞ᇾώ̂ొ̶ߏд࿅ΝѺѐ
มĂϤᐡ͞۞ࡁտˠࣶ̈́ᄃZSM̢
જ։р۞ᄓᖟछଳะֽĄྍ፟ၹ۞ј
ϲ؟ўӈࠎԁචܲхֱᇾώ̈́̂̚
ณ۞ϠۏጯྤੈĂ֭ቁֱܲྤੈਕࠎ
ࡊጯछ̈́˘ਠ̂ிӀϡĄZSM۞ࡁտቑ
ᘞஉᄏ̶ᙷጯăϠۏᏐቡ̈́જۏႊ̼
ඈĂࠎቁܲࡁտˠࣶਕѣ֖ૉͷዋ༊۞
Մफ़ᜈซҖࡁտ̍үĂ೩ֻԆචͷ·
֖۞ᇾώᄓᖟ۩มӈࠎྍ፟ၹ۞ໂϫ
ᇾĞᆒᖡϜĂ2008ğ
Ą
ZSMᔵ̙ზߏ౾ۏᐡĂҭ˵ົд
ᐡ̰̂ះ̈́ਫ਼ುඈ۩มĂؠഇٕ̙ؠഇ
೩ֻᄃજۏጯ࠹ᙯ۞णϯăฟٸග˘ਠ
̂ி۞ႊᓾăજۏጯछ۞ჸົĂ֭ࠎ೩
পҾϦኛ۞ጯϠဥវٕຽˠ̀ઇஎ
ޘጱᜓĂͽ̈́ڇચϔி۞ିֈ߿જ
ĞᆒᖡϜĂ2008ă2009ğ
ĄѩγĂкҜᐡ
͞ࡁտˠࣶϺٺᇍκโ̂ጯĞLudwigsMaximilians-Universitätğฟనજۏጯ̈́
Ϡۏкᇹّ࠹ᙯኝĂ֭ፉЇྍ̂ጯ۞
ጯ̀ăჇٕ̀౾̀ጯϠ۞ኢ͛ጱି
ćனЇᐡܜՀࣘЇ̂ጯજۏրЇĄ
ϤѩΞۢZSMᇍκโ̂ጯᔵࠎ࣎
ϲ۞ጯఙಏҜĂҭдጯఙ˯ݒѣღ۞
ЪүᙯܼĄ

4

ࡁտ͕̚።Ϋࡦഀ
ZSMಧૄٺ1759ѐĂࠎ༊ॡ͐ЂӀ
ֲгડ۞ڼ۰ҹޥѼϲщˬ͵
ĞMaximilian III JosefĂڼॡม17271777ğࠎᄓᖟҋΫᇾώ҃јϲ۞ጯ
ఙ፟ၹĄྍ፟ၹ ٺ1807 ѐซҖᕖበԼ
Ă ҹޥѼϲщ˘͵ĞMaximilian I
Josef Ă 1756-1825 Ă͐ЂӀֲгડࢵҜ
઼ͳğՀٺ1811ѐЇѐᅅ۞જۏጯछ
ࡗᎰą͐ο೩ąΫ̽ҹĞJohann
Baptist SpixĂൾޢՀЩࠎ J. B. Ritter von
SpixĂ1781-1826ğેೠજۏጯᄓᖟĂѩ
˜ZSM֗ࠎ͐ЂӀֲજۏጯࡁտ፟ၹ۞
ฟბĄࡗᎰ ٺ1817 Ҍ 1820 ѐมĂᄃങ
ۏጯछΙႬąҢᇇ༄ԓą೩Ⴌ
ĞCarl Friedrich Martius, 1794-1868ğВ
͐ҘଳะĂ֭а̂ณᇾώĂϫ݈хٸ
 ٺZSM ă͐ЂӀֲങۏጯᄓᖟ͕̈́̚
ᇍκโэϲϔጯ౾ۏᐡĞFittkau,
1992ğ
Ą
ZSM ࣧАᄃ˘ม̳ϲ౾ۏᐡ̈́ޢ
ֽ۞ᇍκโ̂ጯજۏր۞݈֗፟ၹĂ
Вϡ˘ഏҜٺᇍκโξ͕̚۞ޙ
ĞWilhelminumğ
Ăྍޙ໑˟ٺѨ̂ጼ
۞ͫ̚ĞKraft & Huber, 1982ğ
Ąٙض
̂ొ̶ᇾώдͫࠓ݈Ăౌ̏ྻҌξ
ࢠ۞ᚩӫٕ֨۩߽̚ĂЯ҃࿅˘ӃĄ
ጼޢZSMдှ܆ಢ
ĞCastel Nymphenburgğ
۞ೃٗᇶॡക֗Ăۡז1985ѐҜٺξࢠ
۞າᐡ۽རјĞᆒᖡϜĂ2008ğ
Ą

ქޙᐡ۽
ZSM۞າᐡ̍۽ٺ1981ѐฟ̍Ă
1985ѐඇ̍Ăࢵࢋ۞నࢍࢦᕇ˜ࠎ˼
༱Іᐡᖟ̈́ᘀ̂۞Ϡۏጯྤੈχౄ

ώ͛̚۞ᇍκโજۏጯᄓᖟࡁտ͕̚ӈࠎ͐ЂӀֲэϲજۏጯᄓᖟ͕̚ĞBavarian State Collection
of ZoologyğĄ
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Ԇච۞ܲхᒖဩĞSuarez & Tsutsi,
2004ğ
Ąᆸሁ۞ᐡ̙۽Ϊϲૄٺгࢬ
ͽ˭ĂࠤҌా˟ሁޏౌൾҲٺгࢬ
Ğဦ1ă4ğ
Ă่ႊᓾះгࢬĞဦ5ğ
Ą
Ҳٺгࢬ۞ᐡ۽నࢍѣ༼࠷ਕඈ҂
ณĂТॡ˵ΞᔖҺᓒ۞ᐡ۽ዌጿಛ
اϔ۞ෛĞဦ3ğ
Ą
ᐡ۽Ϥഏ̂ݭԛޙјĞဦ
2ğ
Ă͕̚δࠎ̡͇Ąࡁտˠࣶ̍ү

ᗟĈ౾ۏᐡᄃ༼ਕഴ

ˠࣶ՟ѣ۩አ۞Ᏹ̳ౌވಛᖒ̡͇Ă
ͽܮଳϡҋЍĄᄓᖟऱҜٺγ
ಛĂღዐ˿ᚓᆸĂనѣ۩አ̈́ᛋಡր
Ğဦ 2ğ
ĄᄓᖟऱВ 23 มĞΒ߁ဦ३ᐡ̈́
˘ม߄ᆸሁ۞ᄓᖟऱğ
Ăᓁᄓᖟ۩ม
ࡗ 5,100 π̳͎͞Ą̙Тᙷ۞ᇾώĞт
ٿᖪ੫೧ᇾώăࣲ֯જۏᐪᇾώăͨ
ϩᇾώͽ̈́ও୵ᇾώඈğᄓᖟऱĂЧѣ
̙Т۞ޘଠט୧ІĄΩѣ70࣎ٗม

ဦ1. ZSMᐡ۽ࢬဦĄ

ဦ2. ZSMᐡ˘۽ሁπࢬဦĄѷҒొ̶࠰ࠎᄓᖟऱĂᐝٙࠎ̂ܝˢ˾Ą

ဦ 3. ZSM ̈́  ಛ ҝ छ ۩ 
ဦĄ“X” ᇾϯг˭ͪࣻ
̈́ᑅаҜཉĞErwin Lehmann
ᛷğ
Ą
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ߏᐡ̰ˠࣶĞΒ߁ࡁտˠࣶҖ߆ˠࣶğ
̈́މळࡁտࣶ۞Ᏹ̳ވăࡁտވă၁រ
̍ވүވඈ۩มĄᐡ۽ᓁֹϡࢬ᎕ࡗ
ࠎ 11,000 π ͞ ̳ ͎ Ğ Fechter, 1992;
Ruthensteiner, 1999ğ
Ą
ࠎ˞̍үड़த֍Ăᄓᖟგநˠࣶ
̈́ԫఙˠࣶ۞Ᏹ̳ވӮያܕయგந
۞ऱٗĂ҃Җ߆͕̈́̚ဦ३ᐡඈ̳ϡ۩
มĂన࣎ٺԛޙ۞ϹତĂღዐ
ࢋˢ˾Ğဦ2ă4ă6ğ
ĞRuthensteiner,
1999ğ
Ą
ᇇ઼۞ঈ࣏ͧᄂ៉ರҽĂЯѩᇇ઼
۞ޙ̙ညᄂ៉۞ޙĂआ͇ॡᅮࢋޝ

кਕณઇࠎ۩አ̝ϡĂ҃ͅߏд͇̖
ᅮࢋྵкਕณઇࠎືঈ̝ϡĄᄃ˘ਠ
ٺгࢬ۞ޙֽͧĂZSMг˭̼۞ᐡ
۽Яࠎαౌѣޘត̼࠹༊ᘦ۞ؠг
ૄ᜕ܲĂΞͽ༼࠷̙͌ືঈրٙᅮ۞
ਕณćѩγĂޏ̂ొ̶ౌѣਨϩᖬ
ᄏĂѣӄٺᘦ۞ొ̰ۏޙؠޘĄЯ
ѩĂZSMᐡ۽ϫ݈̏གྷјࠎᇇ઼ဩ̰࠹
༊ѣЩ۞ქޙ̝˘ĞGrub, 1990ğ
Ą
ZSM ᐡ۽ଂనࢍఢထ̍߉זԆј
Ğ1978-1985ğ߱ഇมĂϒెБਕ
ᆊॾ㕖ႚĄᐡ͞҂ᇋזਕѣࢨĂϏֽ
ᆊॾΪΞਕᚶᜈ˯ႚĂЯѩপҾд˧

ဦ4. ZSM఼ـг˭ᐡܝ̂۞۽
ˢ˾ĞM. Müiler ᛷٺ͇ğ
Ą

ဦ5. ZSMᐡ۞۽आ؞γ៍ĄΞͽ࠻ˬז
֎ԛ۞ႊᓾះޏĄ
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ဦ 6. ഏԛޙ̝˘۞̡͇ĂΠ˭͞
ࠎဦ३ᐡĂࠎ͞ޢႊᓾះ۞ˬ֎ԛޏ
Ăͽ͉̈́วਕڕĄ
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5
ր̚ΐ྅˞͇ঈሤࠄĞHeat Pumpğ
Ă
ͽ༼࠷ਕ֭ઇࠎĶঈВϠķրĄ
इրдఢထ༊ॡზߏ࠹༊າ᎖ҭԫ
ఙ̙ૉјሢĂЯѩдፆүჯ࣒˯༥ז
ޝкયᗟĂགྷ࿅ᇴѨՀາĂБາ۞ր
ٺд 2005-2006 ѐมщ྅ԆјĄइ
˧ր˘ฟؕಶ੨ЪӀϡг˭ͪྤ
ઇࠎਕณᖼೱ۞ಫ̬̝˘ćϺӈϤгࢬ
˭10̳͎எࣻг˭ͪĂͽઇࠎҽݒ
ٕΐሤր̝ϡĂ̝ޢГඈณ̈́ܕҬ
ͪ۞ޘᑅаΩ˘ᐝТᇹஎ۞гᆸ̚Ă
ࣻ̈́ᑅаг˭ͪ۞ᕇ࠹ࡗ 200 ̳
͎ĄइӀϡг˭ͪࠎሤਕಫ̬۞ր
Ă่ϡࢫٺҲ˧ր۞ޘĂЯѩ
дਕณᖼೱ˯Ξზߏഫ˺ѣዶĄ
ᇇ઼˘Ш˧ٺฟ൴ՀາՀ༼ਕ۞
˧րĂЯѩࢋχౄ˘ळქҒ౾ۏᐡ
̙̏ߏયᗟĂ҃ͷд༼ਕഴ۞ड़ਕ
˯Ă၆Ξͽͧ ZSM ՀᐹளĄາٺܕ
ᇍκโརј۞ο६ᇇఈ࡚ఙᐡ
ĞBrandhorst Museum in Munichğ6 ಶߏ˘
࣎ޝр۞ּ̄ĞOttitsch, 2009ağ
Ą

ڱఢᄃۤົࡦഀ
˘ό၆ᇇ઼д༼ਕഴ͞ࢬ۞࠹ᙯ
ڱఢ̈́ۤົВᙊѣ˞ܐՎᄮᙊĂಶਕ၆
ᇇ઼۞ქޙ൴णѣྵБࢬ۞ᒢྋĄன
̫ᇇ઼ۤົ၆༼ਕഴ۞Ӆ˧ѣૻধВ
ᙊĂ֭ͽ၁ᅫҖજ̂˧͚ٙѣĶქਕ
ķԫఙ۞൴णĂּт͉วਕĄѩγĂ
ᔵགྷᑻҋϤ̼۞ࢲঈᜈႚĂҭޝ
кְଐ̪זצᚑॾ۞ఢቑĄᇇ઼߆عଂ
ξă֣זᓑ֣Чᆸ৺Ăౌ೩ࡶ̒ረᐽ
̈́ఢؠĂͽ͚Ķქਕķ
ĂϤٺώ͛
ࢋϫ۞̙֭д̬ٺٙѣ࠹ᙯረᐽᄃڱ
ఢĂЯѩ่Ё́ه៍۞ࢋࢦࠎྵ̚

5

6

ેҖ͞ёĄ
Ч৺߆ڱعఢ
ᇇ઼̂кᇴڱ९ౌϤᓑ֣߆ع
ĞBundesrepublik, BRDğؠטĂҭ˵ѣ͌
ᇴڱ९Ϥለ༖߆ع߆֣ٕعĞBRD۞˘
ొ̶Ăညᇍκโӈᔴᛳ͐ЂӀֲ֣ğט
ؠĄξ߆˵عѣ˘۞ؠᝋࢨĂညߏଠგ
г˭ͪ۞ֹϡĄ̙Тᆸ৺۞ϲౌڱ၆ᇇ
઼༼ਕഴ۞Ӆ˧ઇ˘۞ؠᚥĂּ
тᇍκโξ߆عĞͽ̈́ధкξ߆عğ
ࢎܮѣረᐽ୧ഠĂྃӄռˠٺҝछޏ
щ྅͉วਕڕĄ҃дΩ˘͞ࢬĂ
ᓑ֣߆˵عυืॲፂĮਕგநڱį
Ğ E n e rg i e e i n s p a r u n g s g e s e t z ğ ࢎ ༼ ؠ
ਕ ഴ  ۞ ߉ Җ   Ă  ี  ڱ९
ߏֶፂለ༖۞Įਕგந୧ּį
ĞEneregieeinsparverordnung) ۞ؠטĂྍ
୧ഠఢؠາޙౌυืЪქޙ۞ᇾ
Ăͽܮഴ͌ືঈ۞ঐਈณĄдߙֱ९
ּ̚Ăঐਈ࿅кਕ۞ᖞёືঈրౌ
υืՀೱĄ
ਕξಞ
ᇇ઼۞ਕ֭Ϗ၁߉ćೱήྖ
ᄲĂঐ۰Ξͽдிкమ˧۞̳Φ
̚ઇᏴፄĄЯѩĂ͐ЂӀֲ֣߆̚ع
యგந߆ܝొ۞ۏޙعĂΞͽࠎٙѣ߆
ۏޙعะវଳᔉ˧Ă֭ͽ̂ณଳᔉ۞
͞ёᑅҲซᆊĂZSM˵Яֳ҃ѣྵᐹ
۞˧ĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂᓑ֣߆۞عĮГ
Ϡ ਕ   ڱįĞ Gesetz für den Vorrang
Erneuerbarer Energienğఢؠ˧̳Φ
୧І෴а͗މҋҖϠய۞˧Ăည
ߏᖣϤ͉วਕڕĂٕߏည ZSM Ӏϡ
ĶঈВϠķրϠய۞˧Ą၆ ZSM
ֽᄲĂϤ͐ٺЂӀֲ߆عଳϡะវᛉᆊ

ᛌොĈሤࠄ˫Ⴭҽ፟ĞrefrigeratorğĂਕณϤҲ็ਖ਼ז۞྅ཉĂͷ೩ֻග۞ਕณ
Ă̂ٺιྻҖٙᅮࢋ۞ਕณĞྤफ़ֽĈჯૄѺࡊğĄ
http://www.museumbrandhorst.de/en/building.html
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۞͞ёĂឰZSM˵ਕͽ˘ٺਠξᆊ۞
ᆊॾ˧аĄдᇇ઼۞த
̚ĂপҾඁĞਕඁğΚ˞ొ˘̂ޝ
̶Ă̙࿅ϡٺঈВϠ۞͇ঈΞҺᘳ
ਕඁĄีҺඁఢؠခᐽ˞ϔி̂˧
͚ĶঈВϠķ
Ăีາ۞ਕГϠԫ
ఙĄ
г˭ͪྤ
дᇇ઼Ăг˭ͪ۞ֹϡזצξڱع
ఢᚑॾ۞ଠგĄੵ˞υืᅳѣֹϡે
γĂՏૺֹϡે८൴۞ֹϡณ˵̙
ТĄٙѣֹϡ࿅۞г˭ͪౌυืГᑅа
ᄃࣻ˘ᇹஎ۞гᆸ̚Ăᑅа۞г˭
ٕͪٺ̙ޘҲࣻٺॡ۞၆
ޘ5KĂͷ̙ͪٺ20°CĄٙѣᄃг
˭ͪ࠹ᙯ۞ఢؠĂౌдቁܲͪኳ̈́ͪณ
۞ᘦؠĄ
߆عགྷ೯
ᇇ઼̳ొܝυืయ͚೯̳Вۏޙ
̚۞༼ਕഴԫఙ̈́న౯ĂЯѩۡᛳ۞
˯৺ಏҜĞZSM۞ۡᛳ˯৺ಏҜࠎ͐Ђ
Ӏֲ֣߆عğົ၆ᔑ˭ಏҜ೩۞࠹ᙯ
ࡁտăአߤ̈́Հາࢍ൪९Ă೩ᇥপҾ
ზĄּтZSM̙˳݈̖Ϧኛ˘זඊপҾ
ზĂүࠎՀາᐡ۞۽ᖞ۩አր̝ϡĄ

̚δ˧րᖎ̬
ZSMᐡ̰۞̚δ˧րĞဦ7-11ğ
 ٺ2006 ѐщ྅ԆјĄྍրϤຽ۞
˧̳̍ΦĞIngenieurbüro Robert
Ottitsch, MünchenğనࢍĂϫ۞дٺឰֹ
ϡ۞זٙѣਕౌਕ൴೭̂۞ड़ϡĄ
ྍր۞ࢋన౯̈́ड़ਕᖎт˭Ăፋ
វ፟ୠྻү͞ётဦ 12 ٙϯĞOttitsch,
2009bğ
Ą
ঈВϠրٕჍሤਕВϠ
Ğcombined heat and power, CHPćဦ9ğ
Ă
ܼϤ͇ঈᜭજ۞րĂΞͽயϠሤਕ
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Ğࡗ 85°C ۞ሤͪğ̈́ਕĄѩրயϠ
۞ਕࠎZSM۞ࢋ˧ֽĂࡶயϠ
кዶ۞˧Ğ͍ߏд̙ᅮࢋֹϡືঈ
۞आ͇ğ
ĂΞа˧̳ΦĂֻ
˧ϡֹ͗ϡĄրயϠ۞ሤͪΞϡٺᐡ
ື۞̰۽ঈրĂٕߏᜭજӛќሤࠄ
Ğabsorption heat pumpğ
Ąѩրֹϡਕ
ณ۞ड़ਕࡗࠎ90%ĂՏѐϠய115˼Ϟ۞
ሤਕ̈́70˼Ϟ۞ਕĂΞ೩ֻᐡ۽ѐ
ٙᅮ۞50%ሤਕĄ
ӛќሤࠄҽݒਕࡗࠎ80˼ϞĞဦ
7 ν ğĂ Ϥ ঈ  В Ϡ ր  ய Ϡ ۞ ሤ ͪ ᜭ
જĂயϠ۞ҽͪᄃࣣࣻ۞г˭ͪĂ࠰
Ξֻᄓᖟऱ۞۩አրֹϡĄѩన౯Ξ
ֻᑕБᐡ40%ϡٺҽ۞ݒਕณĄ
Ωγ˘ሤࠄߏ˧ᜭજሤࠄĞᑅ
ᒺሤࠄĂcompression heat pumpĂᏮˢ
40˼Ϟ˧ĂᏮ120˼Ϟਕณğćइ
న౯˵ֹϡг˭ͪೈᒖઇࠎਕณ̬ኳĂ
आ͇Ξ೩ֻҽͪઇࠎ۩አ̝ϡĂ͇Ξ
೩ֻሤͪઇࠎືঈ̝ϡĄ
ѩγĂ༱˘༥ܧז૱ᚑರ۞͇Ă
ᔘѣϲ۞͇ঈᑅᒺᔦᚤĞgas fired
condensing boilerĂဦ8νğΞֻືঈր
ֹϡĂயਕΞд 70  ז450 Ϟ̝มઇ
አፋĄ͇ঈᑅᒺᔦᚤֹϡ٩ঈវ̚
፧ᒺͪᄐঈ۞ਕณĂਕᖼೱड़தޝ
Ą
ࠎ˞ֹঈВϠրሤࠄ྿ז
நຐ۞ྻүĂ̚δ˧րᔘᅮࢋనཉ
̙Т۞ሤਕᐼхրĄѩइ˧րଳ
ϡϮᜐĞ࠹ត̼ۏኳğઇࠎᐼх
ऱĄϮᜐົд70°CॡᏉ̼Ă֭ᐼхᏉ̼
۞↗ĄΩγ˵నѣሤƝҽͪᇿĂѣ4,000
̳̿۞ͪĞ50°Cğ2,000̳̿۞ҽͪ
Ğ6-12°CğઇࠎቤĄ
྅నٺZSMޏ˯12π̳͎͞۞͉
วਕڕĞsolar panelĂဦ6ğ
ĂΞᜭજΐ
ሤጡϠயᐡ̰͟૱ֹϡ۞ͪĄ
ፋइ˧րౌϤཝ̼۞̚δଠ
טրĞcomputerized central control
systemĂဦ11ğგଠĄइཝրΞ

౾ۏᐡጯ؞Ώ 34Ğ5ğ
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ဦ7. ӛќሤࠄĞνğ̈́ঈВϠրĞΠğ
Ą

ဦ8. ͇ঈᑅᒺᔦᚤĞνğ̈́ӛќሤࠄĞΠğ
Ą

ဦ9. ঈВϠրĄ

ဦ10. ̶ͪ߹న౯Ą

ဦ11. ཝ̼̚δଠטրĄ
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Ꮾˢ
Ꮾ
րЧЇ́న౯

͇ঈ̈́г˭ͪ߹Ш
րய˧߹Ш
ҽͪ߹Ш
ͪƝሤͪ߹Ш

ဦ12. ̚δ˧րྻүဦྋĄ˧ߏѩր۞ࢋᜭજ˧Ăೀͼٙѣ྅ཉౌᅮࢋᏮ
ˢ˧ĂЯѩώဦ̚˵࠷ர˧۞ᏮˢဦϯĄ Ğࠎ˞ᖎ̼ѩဦĂώဦ่̚Еਕณ
۞ࢋ߹ШĂּтଂĶ̶߹྅ཉķᏮ۞ਕณإѣкĂ߹۞ࢋࢦྵͧ̚Шߏ
ഈĶӛќሤࠄķᏮਖ਼Ăဦ֭̚ϏЕĄğ

ͽᐂ 750 ඊྤफ़Ğּт̙Тͪೈᒖ۞
ޘĂͽ̙̈́Тన౯۞ڶېğ
Ă֭ೠგ̚
δ˧րՏ࣎̍үᒖ༼Ąइཝన
౯ᐌॡౌົдᏈ၌˯ពϯࢦࢋ۞ਕณ
߹̈́߹ͪޘĂგநˠࣶΞֶѩ࠻
րߏӎனள૱ڶېĂͽซҖჯ
࣒Ąཝᐂ˭ֽ۞ٙѣྤफ़Ăౌົҋ
જᐼхזർჄĂͽژ̶ޢ͟ܮયᗟ̝
ϡĄ
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༼ਕјڍᄃϏֽण୕
इາ˧ր۞༼ਕјڍĂ̏གྷ
Ϥ OttitschĞ2009bğࢍֽĈ 20012005 ѐมĞາրщ྅݈ğ
Ă ZSM Տѐ
ֹϡ 1,338 ΖޘĞMWhğ͇ঈćາր
щ྅۞ޢ20062007ѐĂՏѐᅮࢋ
1,582Ζ͇۞ޘঈĄೱήྖᄲĂາր
Տѐ၆͇ঈ۞ᅮՐณͧᖞրк 244
ΖޘĄкֽ۞͇ঈࢋϡдঈВ
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ϠրĂឰZSM၆˧۞ᅮՐณϤ̝݈
۞Տѐ931ΖޘĂ˭ࢫז509ΖޘĂϺӈ
Տѐ၆˧۞ᅮՐഴ͌ 422 ΖޘĄЯ
ѩĂZSM۞າ˧րᔵᅮࢋྵк۞
͇ঈĂҭ˵ځޝពг࠷˭˞Հк
˧ Ą ѩ γ O t t i t s c h Ğ 2 0 0 9 b ğ˵  ࢍ ˞
ZSMࠎາ˧րᗝγԸྤ۞ზĂྫྷ
˘ਠ۞ᖞё˧րͧྵֽĂΞͽд
3 ѐΗ̰аќĄΩγ˘ี༼ਕഴ۞
ࢍ˵Ăइາ˧րՏѐ̂ࡗ࠷
˭10༱ޘĞ˼Ϟ̈ॡĂkWhğਕณĂ࠹
༊ٺഴ͌˞ 27 ጟ˟উ̼۞ଵٸณ
ĞOberste Baubehörde, 2008ğ
Ą
ϫ݈ZSMऱֹٗϡ۞۩አրౌߏ
ٺ1984/1985ѐมనࢍщ྅۞ᖞրĂإ
Ϗᐌາ˧րՀາĂ˵̙ਕઇޘአ
ፋĄೱήྖᄲĂٙѣ۩አրౌΪѣ

ĶฟƝᙯķଠטĂ̙҃ਕֶޘઇአĄ
ЯѩĂԧࣇΞͽቁؠZSM̪ѣໂ̂۞༼
ਕഴ۩มĂԓ୕ZSMΞͽдϏֽೀѐ
̰Ԇј۩አր۞Հາ̍Ă࠷˭Հк
ਕĄ

ᄫᔁ
ຏᔁ Dr. H. FechterăMr. S. Singer̈́
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ү۰̈́ᛌ۰ᖎ̬
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Ⴌąല͈னЇᘲұপąለଖѠ̳̍Φ̍रĞZSMਕրనࢍˠğ
Ą
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